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Brief History

AmosWEB is an Internet-based resource of economics information
published by AmosWEB LLC. AmosWEB LLC was established
April 1, 2000 to publish economics information and instructional
resources through the World Wide Web. The most popular resource
is the AmosWEB GLOSS*arama, an extensive glossary of
economics terms and concepts also started its journey from 2000.

Scope and Coverage

The AmosWEB GLOSS*arama is a searchable glossary of 2000
economic terms and concepts. It covers all aspects of macro and
micro economics such as price, cost, quantity, unemployment,
production, wages, income etc. various core economics terms are
also available here.

Kind of Information

Terms are available with meaning and explanation in this dictionary.
Within some entries different terms are hyperlinked for further details.
After each entry see also reference present. An example is given below
for easy understanding.
Devaluation: The act of reducing the price (exchange rate) of one nation's
currency in terms of other currencies. This is usually done by a government to
lower the price of the country's exports and raise the price of foreign imports,
which ultimately results in greater domestic production. The short- and long-run
consequences of devaluation are described in the entry on the J curve. A
government devalues its currency by actively selling it and buying foreign
currencies through the foreign exchange market.
See also: exchange rate | currency | export | import | J curve | foreign exchange
market | revaluation | depreciation |

End of an entry AmosWEB GLOSS*arama provide a citation style;
which is given below for an example.
Recommended Citation:
DEVALUATION, AmosWEB GLOSS*arama, http://www.AmosWEB.com,
AmosWEB LLC, 2000-2017. [Accessed: July 17, 2017].

Special Features

Arrangement Pattern







It has links to e-tutorial on economics.
Most viewed terms are available.
Some quizzes are linked.
Sitemap, contact option, feedback present.
A search bar present for site search. Also a search bar
present for Google custom search.

This tool provides A – Z, alphabetical browsing facilities. Again
under a particular alphabet terms are arranged alphabetical order.
An example is given below.

Under “D” entries are:
data
deadweight loss
death rate
debit card
debtor nation
decision lag

decision lag
decision making process
decline stage
decreasing marginal returns
decreasing returns to scale
decreasing-cost industry

Quick search option present in this tool.

Remarks

Comparable Tools

AmosWEB GLOSS arama is without question the best economics
glossary available on the web.
 Economics A-Z terms : The Economist
(http://www.economist.com/economics-a-to-z)

 Economics Dictionary
(https://econclassroom.com/?page_id=3196)
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